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Sequence
The Liturgy of the Day
Cantata 81: Analysis
Recordings compared…
Peter Harvey: introduction
“Hearing” the Cantata

The Liturgy of the Day
Lutheran Church Year
Dates of "4.So.n.Epiph." (4th Sunday
after Epiphany).
Readings: Epistle: Romans 13: 8-10;
Gospel: Matthew 8: 23-27.
Musical Context of Bach Cantatas:
Motets & Chorales for Epiphany
Time.

Bach first performed the cantata on
30 January 1724.
Contrast: the hidden, sleeping Jesus
v. the revealed, acting Jesus.
Laid out as a dialogue of the soul
and Jesus.
The opening aria “contemporises”
the message immediately.

1.Aria (Alto): Jesus schläft, was soll ich hoffen? A slow, expressive movement with a pastoral
feel due to the recorders and low-lying ranges of voice and strings.
2.
3.

Recitativo (Tenor): Herr! warum trittest du so ferne? Secco recitative.
Aria (Tenor): Die schäumenden Wellen von Belials Bächen. A virtuosic first violin part
leads the way in this speedy and dance-like movement.

4.

Arioso (Bass): Ihr Kleingläubigen, warum seid ihr so furchtsam? Practically a twopart invention for bass and continuo.

5.

Aria (Bass): Schweig, aufgetürmtes Meer! Also fast, but the two oboes d'amore offer a
relief.

6.

Recitativo (Alto): Wohl mir, mein Jesus spricht ein Wort. Secco recitative.

7.Chorale: Unter deinen Schirmen. A plain chorale setting.

1. ARIA (Alt)
Jesus schläft,
was soll ich hoffen?
Seh ich nicht
mit erblasstem Angesicht
schon des Todes Abgrund offen?

Jesus sleeps,
what hope do I have?
Do I not see
with pallid countenance
the chasm of death already open?

Strings and recorders attempt to stretch
The first movement is for alto, strings
The mood is set immediately in the key upwards (from bar 5) but to no avail.
and continuo with recorders doubling
of E minor, one Bach frequently
Before the alto enters they too have
the violin lines. The theme is simplicity associates with the crucifixion. Low dark begun their inevitable movement
itself — Jesus sleeps; what hope have I? strings have a three-note motive which towards the abyss.
— already my pale face sees the abyss of forms the bulk of the later
Death opening before me.
accompaniment materials and, as early
Bach is much more concerned with the as bar two, the continuo begins its series
first of these statements; the notion of of descents into the chasm.
the abyss is dealt with in only a little
Strings (recorders doubling an octave
over one fifth of the movement′s fifty- higher) above the continuo line.
three bars.

1. ARIA (Alt)
Jesus schläft,
was soll ich hoffen?
Seh ich nicht
mit erblasstem Angesicht
schon des Todes Abgrund offen?

Jesus sleeps,
what hope do I have?
Do I not see
with pallid countenance
the chasm of death already open?

The first couplet now returns to be set
much as before. However there are two
occasions, the only ones in the entire
movement, when the supporting
ensemble introduces brief semi-quaver
movement (bars 35, strings and 43,
recorders) in each case marking the
entreaty, what of me?

Is this a sign that, although unaware of
The atmosphere is one of death, demise Bach then turns his attention to the
it, nevertheless, we are still heard? Or
picturing of the abyss (another long, low are they simply the flickerings of a
and isolation, none of which is
alleviated when the voice enters on an note of foreboding) after which a short disillusioned and unquiet soul? Or even
instrumental episode, based around the a brief reminder of the fires of hell
arresting three-note motive — Jesus
original three-note motive, is heard
sleeps. This is repeated, pausing on a
itself?
low, sustained b towards the bottom of above the continuo′s depiction of the
beating of funeral drums (bars 27-32).
the alto register, clearly suggestive of
sleep, inactivity and stagnation.
The immediate and inevitable enquiry
— what will become of me? — follows
and is pointed by an upward melodic
inflection and a momentary cessation of
all sounds, leaving a short pause for the
enormity of the situation to sink in.

2. REZITATIV (Tenor)
Herr! warum trittest du so ferne?
Warum verbirgst du dich zur Zeit der Not,
da alles mir ein kläglich Ende droht?
Ach, wird dein Auge nicht durch meine Not
beweget
so sonsten nie zu schlummern pfleget?
Du wiesest ja mit einem Sterne
vordem den neubekehrten Weisen,
den rechten Weg zu reisen.
Ach leite mich durch deiner Augen Licht,
weil dieser Weg nichts als Gefahr
verspricht.

Lord! why do you tread so far away?
Why do you conceal yourself in this time of
need
while all that looms before me is a tragic
end?
Alas, will your eye not be stirred by my
need
which otherwise never tends to sleep?
You did point out by way of a star
formerly, to the newly-converted Wisemen
the correct road to journey.
Oh, guide me by the light in your eye
for this path promises nothing but peril.

Psalm 10:1 lies behind the text.
The second half of the verse is
marginally more conciliatory, reminding
Him of the star He had offered as
guidance to the path of righteousness,
the melodic shapings now becoming
more flowing.
But Bach′s librettist, more skilful than
some, does not fall into the artistic trap
that too early a conversion would create.

The secco tenor recitative moves from
the alto′s condition of inertia and
acceptance to one of almost aggressive
interrogation — Lord, why are You
distant? Why are You hidden? Are You
not troubled by my distress?

The rhetoric is marked by the leap to the
f natural at the end of the first phrase,
The third stanza will present the journey
the dark and unexpected harmonies on in the most hazardous of terms and thus,
kläglich — wretched (bar 4) and the
for the sake of credibility, the tenor′s
rhythmic sturdiness of the writing.
last line here must be — but even so, this
pathway offers nothing but danger!

3. ARIA (Tenor)
Die schäumenden Wellen von Belials
Bächen
verdoppeln die Wut.
Ein Christ soll zwar wie Wellen stehn,
wenn Trübsalswinde um ihn gehn,
doch suchet die stürmende Flut
die Kräfte des Glaubens zu schwächen.

The frothy waves from Satan’s streams
double their fury.
A Christian should of course stand as
waves
while the winds of tribulation swirl about
him,
yet the tempestuous flood seeks
to deteriorate the power of faith.

And so the perils are now presented to The violins work themselves into a
us in the form of one of the most
frenzy of tumult while the rest of the
extrovert Sturm und Drang — storm and band agitates with continuous repeated
stress — operatic arias in the canon. The notes below them. The mode is major
metaphor is of the raging tempest at sea but within his first phrase the tenor
and the safe haven, the first
declaims two of the three notes that
representing the seething forces
distinguish G major from G minor: an f
battering against true faith, the second natural and an e flat.
that condition of mind through which
the true Christian is able to resist and
The tension is created not only through
overcome them, thus achieving
the torrents of notes but through a
salvation.
range of rhythmic, harmonic and textual
means.

The three occasions when the true
Christian reaches his haven and affects
an appropriate state of firm and faithful
rectitude are too obvious to need
identification here (the sudden adagios).
Suffice it to say that Bach differentiates
them from the main body of the
movement by slowing the tempo,
changing from three to four time,
surrounding the voice with sustained
chords and moving tonally to keys on
the ′flat′ or more calming side e.g. from
E to D to A minors.
The melismas portraying the redoubling
of the raging billows in the final section
are truly hair-raising.
In this aria, even a very good tenor is
stretched. The tension he feels in
straining for the notes is a part of the
musical depiction of effort which makes
the aria such an exciting and
invigorating experience. Here, we are
very close to opera.

4. ARIOSO (Baß)
Ihr Kleingläubigen,
warum seid ihr so furchtsam?

You of little faith
why are you so afraid?

Very often a keystone movement, i.e.
Dürr describes this movement perfectly This arioso turns the Cantata around:
one upon which the premise of the
as a two-part invention (p 217). The one Jesus was only apparently absent, after
cantata hangs or revolves, is an aria; but bar opening theme is cast between
all.
not always. It could be a recitative, a
voice and bass lines and the effect is one
chorus or, as in this case a seemingly
of strength and authority.
unpretentious arioso. This movement is
not even fully self-contained, the ending
so contrived as to lead directly and
Furthermore, God may be seen perfectly
immediately into the following aria.
in tune and at peace with His
environment. Listeners might amuse
The bass voice takes on the role of God themselves by counting how many
and the text is but a single line, a
times the opening theme is heard in the
question put to mortals — why are you of two melodic parts!
such little faith, so fearful? It isn′t much,
but it is enough. One presumes that the
voice of God only has to be heard; at
this stage it needs say nothing that
placates or calms. Simply because it is
there, all will be well and the earlier
doubts may fade away.

5. ARIA (Baß)
Schweig, aufgetürmtes Meer!
Verstumme, Sturm und Wind!
Dir sei dein Ziel gesetzet,
damit mein auserwähltes Kind
kein Unfall je verletzet.

Be silent, towering sea!
Hush, storm and wind!
Your purpose is past,
whereby any calamity ever harmed
my chosen child.

The first and third sections of this da
capo aria deal with God′s directives and
exemplify His authority. The middle
section (from bar 51), in which the
But it is in the following aria where we The oboes join the strings and together raging torrents have not yet fully
learn that God is to do more than simply they form a representation of the raging abated, reminds us of the boundaries of
enquire about the condition of His flock. seas quite different from that in the
nature and the need for His Son′s
The metaphor of the tempest continues tenor aria. The surging, restless
protection.
but now the emphasis is different.
movement is still noticeable, but this is a
less wild, more controlled tumult,
A typical Bachian touch which may
While the tenor had demonstrated how suggesting from the beginning that
easily go unnoticed is the brief oboe
the good Christian could stand,
God′s commands are having some
canon of a falling chromatic scale (bars
although not without difficulty, against effect!
70-72). This is an allusion to the cross
doubt, enemies and opponents, the bass
and the crucifixion such as may also be
now takes the voice of God and
The initial oboe theme, with its two
found in the Crucifixus movement from
commands the elements to be silent —
rising notes, pre-empts God′s decrees
the Bm Mass and C 4.
be still wind, sea and storm — it must be and, when later followed by the falling
that My chosen Child suffers no harm.
octave it creates a truly commanding
However, God′s words — [Jesus] should
He commands, Jesus is safe and will
musical motive (bars 10 and 13).
suffer no harm — are set to a rising
continue to support and protect us
chromatic scale indicative of His faith in
despite earlier doubts.
His Son′s ability to fulfil His destiny.

6. REZITATIV (Alt)
Wohl mir, mein Jesus spricht ein Wort,
mein Helfer ist erwacht,
so muß der Wellen Sturm,
des Unglücks Nacht
und aller Kummer fort.

Blessed am I, my Jesus utters a word,
my helper has awoken,
so the storm of waves,
the night of misfortune
and all worry must be gone.

Alto recitative.
The alto recitative is very short and
simply confirms — I am happy now Jesus
has spoken and He speaks — mighty
waves, sorrows and misfortunes must
now end.
It is a simple and honest declaration of
faith.

7. CHORAL
Unter deinen Schirmen
bin ich für den Stürmen
aller Feinde frei.
Laß den Satan wittern,
laß den Feind erbittern,
mir steht Jesus bei.
Ob es itzt gleich
kracht und blitzt,
ob gleich Sünd und Hölle schrecken,
Jesus will mich decken.

Beneath your umbrella
I am free from the tempest
of all foes.
Let Satan storm,
let the foe embitter,
Jesus stands beside me.
If now suddenly
there is thunder and lightning,
if suddenly sin and hell terrorize,
Jesus will cover me.

This chorale seems to have been liked by Bach reharmonised it for the later work,
Bach who had used it to close C 64 during maintaining the same cadence structure
the 1723 Christmas celebrations as well but substantially altering the bass line. It
as later recalling it for C 87 from the
is not absolutely clear why he did this. It
second cycle (vol 2, chapter 44). It is also might have been partially a practical or
used as the basis of the motet Jesu,
pedagogical matter or a way of keeping
meine Freude. Some observations about the choir on their toes; they could never
the different cantata settings may be of
assume that because they were repeating
interest.
a chorale, their parts would be unaltered.
They had to be well trained in order to
read the notes accurately at sight.

The version which closes C 87 is in the
lower key of Dm, that of the opening
movement, a fact that demonstrates that
Bach′s transpositions of chorales was
often to accord with a cantata′s overall
tonal plan. Interestingly, we hear in the
first movement of that work the voice of
God set to a motive similar in shape and
identical in rhythm to the opening vocal
phrase of C 81/5.

Recording compared
4. ARIOSO (Baß)
Ihr Kleingläubigen,
warum seid ihr so furchtsam?
You of little faith
why are you so afraid?
Münchener Bachchor: Dietrich Fischer Dieskau (1 minute 31 seconds)
La Petite Bande: Jan van den Crabben (Baritone / 57 seconds)
Collegium Bach Japan: Peter Kooij (Bass / 1 minute 3 seconds)
Monterverdi Choir: Peter Harvey (Baritone 1 mintes 5 seconds)
Overall: John Eliot Gardiner, the Monteverdi Choir and the English Baroque Soloists

Gospel
Matt 8:23 And when he got into

them, “Why are you afraid, you of

the boat, his disciples followed him.

little faith?” Then he got up and

24 A windstorm arose on the sea, so

rebuked the winds and the sea; and

great that the boat was being

there was a dead calm. 27 They

swamped by the waves; but he was

were amazed, saying, “What sort of

asleep. 25 And they went and woke

man is this, that even the winds and

him up, saying, “Lord, save us! We

the sea obey him?”

are perishing!” 26 And he said to

1
Aria [Alto]

Jesus schläft, was soll ich hoffen?
Jesus sleeps, what should be my hope?
Seh ich nicht
Flauto I/II,
Do I not see
Violino I/II,
Mit erblasstem Angesicht
Viola, Continuo with pallid face
Schon des Todes Abgrund offen?
death’s abyss already open?

2
Recitative [Tenor]
Continuo

Herr! warum trittest du so ferne?
Lord! why do you walk so far away?
Warum verbirgst du dich zur Zeit der Not,
Why do you hide yourself in the time of my distress
Da alles mir ein kläglich Ende droht?
when everything threatens me with a lamentable end?
Ach, wird dein Auge nicht durch meine Not beweget
Ah, is your eye not moved by my distress
So sonsten nie zu schlummern pfleget?
that at other times is never accustomed to sleep?
Du wiesest ja mit einem Sterne
You showed with a star
Vordem den neubekehrten Weisen,
once to the newly converted wise men
Den rechten Weg zu reisen.
the right way to travel.
Ach leite mich durch deiner Augen Licht,
Ah guide me by the light of your eyes
Weil dieser Weg nichts als Gefahr verspricht.
since this way promises nothing but danger.

3
Aria [Tenor]
Violino I/II, Viola,
Continuo

Die schäumenden Wellen von Belials Bächen
The foaming waves of Belial’s streams
Verdoppeln die Wut.
redouble their rage.
Ein Christ soll zwar wie Felsen stehn,
(or wie Wellen like a wave)
A Christian should stand like a rock
Wenn Trübsalswinde um ihn gehn,
when the winds of affl iction go over it,
Doch suchet die stürmende Flut
for the raging fl ood seeks
Die Kräfte des Glaubens zu schwächen.
to weaken faith’s strength.

4
Arioso [Bass]
Continuo

Ihr Kleingläubigen, warum seid ihr so furchtsam?
(Matthew 8:26)
You people of little faith, why are you so fearful?

Schweig, aufgetürmtes Meer!
Be silent, towering sea!
5
Verstumme, Sturm und Wind!
Aria [Bass]
Keep quiet , storm and wind !
Dir sei dein Ziel gesetzet,
Oboe d'amore I/II,
Let a limit be set for you,
Violino I/II, Viola,
Damit mein auserwähltes Kind
Continuo
so that my chosen child
Kein Unfall je verletzet.
no mischance may harm.

6
Recitative [Alto]
Continuo

Wohl mir, mein Jesus spricht ein Wort,
How happy I am, my Jesus speaks a word,
Mein Helfer ist erwacht,
my helper is awake,
So muss der Wellen Sturm, des Unglücks Nacht
and so the waves’ storm, the night’s misfortune
Und aller Kummer fort.
and all cares must vanish.

7
Chorale [S, A, T, B]
Oboe d'amore I/II e
Violino I col Soprano,
Violino II coll'Alto, Viola
col Tenore, Continuo

Unter deinen Schirmen
Beneath your protection
Bin ich für den Stürmen
I am free from storms
Aller Feinde frei.
and all enemies.
Laß den Satan wittern,
Let Satan sniff around,
Laß den Feind erbittern,
let the enemy be exasperated
Mir steht Jesus bei.
Jesus stands by me.
Ob es itzt gleich kracht und blitzt,
Though there is thunder and lightning,
Ob gleich Sünd und Hölle schrecken,
thought sin and hell terrify,
Jesus will mich decken.
Jesus will protect me.

Cantata 30: Aria
Flauto traverso, Violino I con sordino, Violino II, Viola, Continuo

Kommt, ihr angefochtnen Sünder,
Come, you troubled sinners,
Eilt und lauft, ihr Adamskinder,
hurry and run, you children of Adam,
Euer Heiland ruft und schreit!
your saviour calls and cries out to you!
Kommet, ihr verirrten Schafe,
Come, you sheep who have gone astray,
Stehet auf vom Sündenschlafe,
arise from the sleep of your sins,
Denn itzt ist die Gnadenzeit!
for now is the time of grace!

